Dear Commission Members:

This is a very important job you have to maintain the highest voting integrity in California History. Cities with higher populations and voter party affiliations can dominate an election(s) results. Popular vote can be decided even by race, minorities, nationalities and at times seems very unfair especially to the voters that are not represented fairly even by their own elected officials that ignore constituents once they are elected into office. This being the case in the 14th C.D. Half of Redwood City is split by by 2 C.D.'s and it's unfair, the census proves the illegals vote and nothing is done to bring election officials to arrest or conviction for voter fraud.

The 14th C.D. is a sham and feel it's time not to split Redwood City in half. It's unfair and this practice should be stopped at once, I feel "common sense" should prevail in these hearings regardless of any party affiliation by members. A Voter Fraud Commission should be established ASAP without exception. Popular Vote only and do away with the Electoral College at once. "Voter Fraud" should and will no longer be tolerated in the United States of America, the real American Dream.

Thank you for your service.

--

This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission